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2. Introduction

The problem of stability and control has plagued helicopter development
from its very beginning. It was only after numerous flight failures of rotary-
wing type aircraft that the problem was fully appreciated, This problem was*
therefore the subject of numerous studies which attempted to explain the
reasons for and the nature ol the instability. In general, it was concluded

* that rotary-ving craft with controls fixed are inherently dynamically unstable
in hovering as well as in forward flight. Nevertheless, flight was accomplished
by training the pilot to deal with the instability by proper control motions
However, vhIle it was shown that it is possible to fly the inherently unstable
craft, it vas soon appreciated that a more positive solution was needed. For
it was evident that the pilots flying these unstable craft could not be "at
ease"; they fatigued quickly due to the great concentration necessary.

The development of a helicopter which can be flown with the same ease and
lack of fatigue and concentration now associated with conventional fixed-ving
aircraft may take some time. However, as in the development of fixed-ving
aircraft, only the simultaneous advancement of stability and control flight work
ith the theoretical treatment of the subject can show where improvements are

to be found. While merous theoretical treatments of the problem have been
proposed, little has been accomplished to make these theories comonly accepted
tools in the design of helicopters. A major reason for the disregard of such
tools is the dearth of experimental data to check the accuracy and applicability
of these theories. The Helicopter Laboratory at Princeton University, under the
sponsorship of the Office of Naval Research, has therefore undertaken the task
of furthering the engineering approach to the problem of stability and control
through a simultaneous advancement of flight test work and theoretical awalyses.

The increasing need for successful and economic designs of automatic pilots
and control boost systems has further emphasized the necessity of such an
approach. The increasing usefulness of rotary-ing aircraft for both military
and civilian application certainly warrants such efforts.

At the present stage of stability and control research it would seem
advisable to conduct tests utilizing full-scale helicopters. However, the
vibration levels and low speeds encountered with present day helicopters have
made the measurement of all the desired dynmic parameters difficult and costly.
While numerous attempts have been made to obtain data from ful-scale flights
only limited success has been met. However, if the tests are conducted
utilizing small-scale models, the following advantages can be gained:

1. Nodel testing can be accomplished at a fraction of the cost required
for full-scale testing.

2. The problems of instrumentation, recording of test data, and test
procedures are appreciably simplified.

3. To date, in published full-scale test programs, air speed could not be
easured with sufficient accuracy to define the longitudinal motion

(i.e. Ref. 1). However, a model may be designed so as to afford
fixed references from which to measure linear and angular dioplacements.

---



II. It is relatively inexpensive to modify the construction of a model.

Consequently, after consideration of the advantages and disadvantages, a
research program was initiated utilizing a semi-free flight sin&e-rotor model.
Semi-free flight refers to the fact that while the fuselage has complete freedom
of motion in its longitudinal plane it is restrained in its transverse plane.
This, however, does not restrict the applicability of the test results. For
nnmrous investigators have shown, both experimentally and theoretically
(i.e. Refs. 1 and 7), that the coupling between the motions in the longitudinal
and transver)se planes is quite loose for a single-rotor helicopter, and
therefore the longitudinal oscillations may be treated independently. In
addition, since the equations of motion considered actually portray the semi-
free flight condition, the test results are directly applicable for use in an
evaluation of these equations.

Since the primary aim of this program was to compare experimental flight
test data with the corresponding theory and not to duplicate a specific
helicopter, the problem of scale effect was greatly alleviated. The main scale
effect would ppear to be introduced in the aerodynamic characteristics of the
airfoil which were readily evaluated by thrust stand tests.

-i-



3. List -of Symbols

a blade lift curve slope (per rad.)

a, longitudinal inclination of tip path plane relative to X0 (zad.) (see Fig. 18)

a2 - kbc2R2B2

b - mmber of blades

b- lateral inclination of tip path plane relative to Yo (rad.) (see Fig. 18)

bop L#S2' V3 a coefficients of characteristic equaation

B - blade tip loss factor

Be - control cyclic pitch angle (raw.) (see Fig. 18)

a bladc-chord (ft.)

CT - thrust coefficient( r

e a flopping hinge offset

g M p-avitational.acceleration (ft./sec.2)

h a hei t of rotor above helicopter center of gravity (ft.)

ar, ,9 etc. - coefficients of subscript terms in helicopter horizontal force
equation (see Appendix A)

Ix- total force parallel to Xo axis (see Appendix C)

1 - blade nt of inertia about flopping axis (slug ft.2)

I u helicopter pitching moment of inertia including blades (slug ft.2)
ro '

k - gradient of indue d velocity variation along fore and aft diimeter of rotor
disc. (see Appendix C)

i = total traveling mass of helicopter (slugs)

- real part of coqplex solution of charaPteristic equation

SMy , ,, etc. coefficients of subscript terms in blade motion equation
(see Appendix A)

,* , etc. - coefficients of subscript terms in blade motion equation
(see Appendix A)

, , etc. - coefficients of subscript terms in helicopter pitching
",OUX O/I moment equation (see Appendix A)



Ma - blade static mass moment about flapping axis (slug ft.)

n, = imaginary part of complex solution of characteristic equation

P12 n rate of change of horizontal rotor force with pitching velocity
(1b. sec./rad.)

q, real root of characteristic equation

i rate of chang of horizontal rotor force with advance ratio/ A.(lb.)

* r a radius of rotor blade element (ft.)

R'- radius of rotor blade (ft.)

t = time from beginning of cyclic pitch disturbance (see.)

- duration of cyclic pitch step sequence disturbance (see.)

T - rotor thrust (lb.)

UP - cponent of air velocity at blade element parallel to shaft (ft./sec.)

- caiponent of velocity at blade element perpendicular to shaft (ft./see.)

mean induced velocity at rotor (ft./sec.)

v = local induced velocity at blade element (ft./sec.) (see Appendix C)

x -nondimansionalized blade element radius

io - ongitudinal translational velocity of helicopter (ft./see.)

Xo - longit al horizontal fixed coordinate (see Fig . 18)

YO - lateral orizonta fixed coordinate (see Fig. 18)

Zo ,= vertical fixed coordinate (see Pig. 18)

i " longitudinal fuselage pitch angle relative to Xo (red.) (see Fig. 18)

g - rotor blade precone angle (rad.)

no ,,ndimennal~w. blade prmtrS1-6-d

o- verage blade drag coefficient

0 - blade collective pitch angle (rad.)

a, - man inflow ratio ( )
Ae -maneffective inflow aij d

mAn tration .loc ((dva

- nodimnuinalzed ranlatona veocit (avane rtio



m air density (slogs/ft. 3)/

=- rotor solidity

w blade aziiLth. angle measured from dornwin&, position in direction of
rotation (rad.)

.2. rotor rotational velocity (red./sec.)
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I. Description of Test Equipment

The test equipment for this experimental research program consists of a
completely enclosed flight space, a mndel helicopter with associated supporting
structure and restraining mechanism, and the required electrical and electronic
equipment for measuring and recording the data.

Test Site

- The flight space is completely enclosed within a brick building 28 feet
wide, 17 feet high, and 58 feet long, having a lateral cross-section as shown
in Fig. 1. During all test flights the model was operated at such an
altitude that at no time was it close enough to any physical boundary to
introduce any apparent interference effects. The control room is built into
the side of the building and provides complete protection for test personnel,
controls, and recording equipment. A general view of the test site is shown
in Fig. 2.

The tracks upon which the model supporting system rolls are mounted on a
cine block wall at a height of four and one quarter feet above the lover level
of the building. The track system is built up of extruded aluminum channel
and "T* sections as shown In Fig. 3 and is so designed that both vertical and
horisontal adjustments for alignent and leveling may be made by mans of

Elastic shock cords are sti &+ched across and near the ends of the track
to engage the model carriage and bring It to a stop if control should be lost.

Model Supporting Structure

The carriage is constructed of 214 ST extruded aluminum angle sections.
It rolls on and is held on the track by means of four pairs of tall bearing
rollers. One of each pair runs on top of the track; the other mounted directly
below the first runs on the underside of the track. The carriage is centered
on the track by four additional bearings which roll against the inside edge of
the track. (See Fig. 1) The chassis of the carriage is of rectangular shape,
the bearings being mounted at each corner.

Vertical freedom of motion is accomplished by allowing a square aluminum
tube to move freely on four pairs of ball bearing rollers which are mounted
on the superstructure of the carriage and are arranged about the tube as
shown in Fig. 5 with two pairs to each set and a distance between sets of
seven inches. Positive stops and elastic shock cord snubbers are built into
each end of the square tube. On the upper end of the tube is mounted a yoke,
also constructed of aluminum, which carries the bearings supporting the
trunnions about which the model is free to pitch. The model is mounted
between the trunnions in such a manner that the trunnion axis passes through
the center of gravity of the model with blades. Pitch stops are attached to
the yoke which limit the model pitch angle to thirty degrees in either
direction. Lateral and rolling motions are completely eliminated. Fig. 6
shove the model and its supporting structure.

-7-
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~Model
Zt 1

The model is powered by a three-phase, 4W cycle, two horsepower motor.
The motor is geared to the rotor shaft through a two-stage planetary gear train
with a 12 to 1 speed reduction. All gears are splash lubricated with a medium
light weight oil. A close-up view of the model is shown in Fig. 7. The model
parameters are presented in Section 1 (pg32).

A "teetering" type rotor is used which has two blades rigidly connected
to each other through a hub. The hub is connected to the shaft by a gimbal
ring which allows complete freedom in flapping about one pivot and complete
freedom in cyclic feathering about the other. The blade root grips are
Individually pivoted for collective blade pitch angle variations.

The rotor blades are constructed of solid spruce with a one-eighth inch
by three-eighths inch strip of brass buried in the leading edge so that they
are balanced about their quarter chord, which is also their feathering axis.
The airfoil section is a NACA 0015e The blade surface has a smooth lacquered
finish.

The stabilizer bar is of the Bell type and consists of a bar with a mass
on either end connected at its center to the shaft at a point below the rotor
plane by a pivot whose axis is parallel to the feathering axis of the blades.
The bar is further connected by suitable linkages to the blades and is free to
pivot up and down while rotating. This "see-saw" otion is provided with
viscous da*ing,,vhich determines the rate at which the motion of the bar
follows the disturbed angular motion of the model shaft. The motion of the
bar my introduce a cyclic variation in rotor blade angle by means of the
linkage. Thus while the model is hovering, the bar is rotating in a plane
perpendicular to the rotor shaft and the rotor blade angle is not affected.
However, if the model is disturbed in pitch, the bar, due to gyroscopic
forces, tends to remain parallel to its original plane of rotation, and
hence introduces automatically a %yclic variation in blade pitch angle which
tends to restore the model to its hovering condition. The main factors which
affect this automatic stabilization are the viscous damping applied to the
bar, the linkage ratio between the bar and the rotor, and the inertia of the
bar and blades.

Viscous damping is applied to the stabilizer bar by means of a solid
"swinging gate" immersed in a hemi-cyclinder of hydraulic fluid and pivoted
about the axis of the cylinder. The portions of hydraulic fluid separated by V
the gate are connected through a passage and an adjustable needle valve. The
pivot shaft of the gate is geared directly to the bar and is free to pivot as
the bar does. When the model is disturbed, the bar begins to rock back and forth
with respect to the rotating shaft as stated before. This movement forces the
hydraulic fluid through the needle valve and results in the application of a
viscous restraint -to the bar. Different values of damping may be realized by
adjusting the needle valve.

Model Controls

The model is completely controllable from within the control room. Rotor
r.p.m. may be varied over a small range by varying the generator speed and

vf
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hence the power supply frequency. Collective and cyclic blade pitch angles are
varied by means of magnetic clutches mounted on the model. Four minature
magnetic clutches are employed. two for each control. The input shafts of the
clutches are geared to the rotor shaft. Theoutut shafts are geared directly
to a jackscrew which comprises the lover end of the corresponding blade linkage
system and to a follow-up potentiometer. The manual control for each pair of
magnetic clutches is an indentical potentiometer mounted in the control room.
The two potentiometers of each control are so connected electrically that a
movement of the control potentiometer introduces an error signal which by mans
of an electronic amplifier causes one of the pair of clutches to engage, thus
running the jackecrew up or down and rotating the follow-up potentiometer so
as to cancel out the error signal and disengage the clutch. A cyclically
varying blade pitch angle is introduced through a svashplate which may be
tilted by the jackscrew about an axis parallel to the fuselage pitch axis only.
Collective blade pitch angles are introduced by moving the swash plate and
linkages vertically along the rotor shaft.

A view of the model and control room is shown in Fig. 6. Fig. 8 shows
the control panel.

Ins trmentation

he model and carriage are instrumented to record the following data:
vertical and horizontal displacements, vertical and horizontal accelerations,
fuelage pitching angle, fuselage pitching angular acceleration, rotor flapping
angle with respect to the rotor shaft, collective blade pitch angle, cyclic
blad pitch angle, rotor shaft speed, and the drag of the mechanical servo
carriage carrying the trailing cables.

Vertical and horizontal displacements are recorded by means of a series
of electrical contacts mounted on the track and on the square tube. As the
model moves vertically or horizontally, insulated leaf springs mounted on the
carriage brush these contacts and close the circuit, thus allowing an
electrical pulse to flow in the circuit which my be recorded by an oscillograph.
The aplitude and polarity of the pulses vary from contact to contact in a
preset manner so that they form a pattern on the oscillograph rezord. A
reversal of direction reverses the order in which the contacts are made, and
hence the pattern on the record. Reversal in direction and the displacement at
which it occurs is thereby easily determined.

A minature accelerometer of range t 1.5g is mounted on the vertical tube
to generate a signal for the recording of vertical accelerations. A similar
accelerometer is mounted on the carriage for horizontal accelerations.

Fuselage xtching angle is recorded by means of a potentiometer which is
driven by a spur gear mounted on the model pitch shaft. Both rotor blade and
stabilizer bar flapping are recorded in a similar manner. An angular
accelerometer is mounted on the fuselage pitch axis to measure fuselage
pitching angular accelerations. (See Fig. 7)

Collective and cyclic blade pitch angle are recorded as an oscillograph
galvanometer deflection proportional to the change in resistance from the
center terminal to an outside terminal of their respective follow-up
potentiometers.

-9-
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Rotor shaft speed is obtained by recording an electrical pulse introduced
by the opening of a set of breaker points by a cam mounted on the rotor shaft.

A visual indication of rotor speed is obtained for the operator by
measuring the output voltage of a small d.c. generator mounted on the bottom
of the motor case and driven at motor shaft speed.

Drag of the mechanical servo carriage is measured by a strain gage beam.
This circuit, as well as the accelerometer circuits and the rotor flapping
circuit have electrical filters included to reduce the hash level. All data
are recorded by a Reiland Type A 30R Oscillograph.

Cable -Carriage

Since the power lines, controls, and instrumentation require a large
number of shielded, insulated wires to be trailed from the model, a means of
reducing the drag on the model of this multi-conductor cable was devised. It
consists of an endless motor-driven steel cable as a power source, two block
friction clutches mounted on a lead carriage, and a number of smaller carriages
to support the cable. (See Jig. 6) The motor-driven cable is mounted on
pulleys outside of and a fev inches below the level of the track and completely
encircles the track. The friction clutches are mounted on levers on the lead
carriage, with one on either side of the track in a position to engage the steel
cable. The remaining carriages are placed on the tracks and are fastened at
intervals to the trailing multi-conductor cable, supporting its weight and
allowing it to hang in loops between them. The model carriage is connected to
the friction clutch levers so that a relative movement between this carriage and
the lead cable carriage engages one of the friction clutches depending upon the
direction of movement. These clutches then assume a qreat portion of the mlti-
conductor cable drag, inertia, and carriage friction (the amount being pro-
portional to the ratio of the lever arms hich in this case is about 9%) and

_ ' the cable is pulled along the track with only a small effect on the over-all
model otion. The force exerted by the cable carriage upon the model was found
to be in phase with the model translational acceleration (Fig. 16). It is

*conservatively estimated that this force effectively increases the translational
mass of the model by a maxiim of 2.5 percent.

-10-



5 Flight Test Procedure

Before attempting any flight tests a static thrust stand analysis of the
model was made. The model was installed on the thrust stand and the blede
linkages were adjusted until the blades were "in track." Collective blade
pitch angle was then reduced until zero thrust was reached. The rotor was
stopped and the blade root angle was measured. This blade root angle was then
used as a reference for succeeding measurements. Measurements of thrust and
torque were taken for various collective blade pitch angles with the rotor speed
being held constant.

During the first familiarization flights, the stabilizer bar damping was
kept at a lov value tc help the pilot keep the model under control. However
as the pilot became more adept at anticipating the model motion and response
to the control movements, it was found that the model could be kept under
control and could be maneuvered about as desired with the stabilizer bar locked
out completely, although the model was unstable in this condition. It was
rather quickly established after several losses of control and near accidents
that to keep the model under control required the utmost concentration and a
continual movement of the controls. The pilot. having to substitute the sense
of sight for the helicopter pilot's sense of feel of the helicopter movement,
could not remove his sight from the model long enough to do anything more than
glance at the instruments. This resulted in noticeable mental fatigue and
physical tenseness after a few moments flight. After more flight experience
was gained, it vas found that the model could be allowed to go out of control
and then control could be rather quickly established although the mount,
direction, and timing of control application were very critical, especially
the direction and timing. Further flight experience allowed the pilot to fly
the model in a more peaceful frame of mind though the visual concentration and
continual movement of the controls were required with the resulting fatigue.
In spite of this, it was decided to test this unstable configuration for two
reaons. One, it resulted in larger displacements for a given disturbance
which reduced the percentage reading error. and two., it removed the added
coplications of including the effect of the stabilizer bar in the theory and
data reduction.

The flight test procedure, as planned, required that the model be
disturbed from a steady hovering flight condition and the resulting motion
recorded. As intimated in the preceding paragraph, a steady hover was not
easily realizable. , It was comparatively easy to keep the model in one
position on the track due to the slight friction in the carriage bearings,
but it was very difficult to stop all motion about the pitching axis. It was
found that the motion resulting f cm an introduced disturbance was extremely
sensitive to initial pitching motions. Usually, unless the model was exactly
hovering, no more than half a cycle of disturbed motion could be recorded
before the model engaged one of the safety stops. However when great care
was taken to hover the model, it was found that a large amplitudep unstable
motion would build up from zero, and as many as five or six complete cycles
could be observed and recorded.

The realization of an exact steady hover required the utmost concentration
by the pilot and a continual slight movement of the controls. It appeared to
be more a matter of luck than skill. IMtch time was consumed in attempting to

-11-
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attain this condition and'when realized, it appeared to last only for an
instant of time, which resulted in many false starts. It should perhaps be
noted that the response of the model helicopter to a control motion or a
disturbance is much faster then that of a full scale machine.

The test procedure was then as follows. The test equipment was first
inspected and the instrumentation checked out. Then, with the oscillograph
and instrumentation on stand-by, the model was brought up to speed and an
attempt was made to hover it as described above. When it was thought that this
was acccmplished, the oscillograph was started and a predetermined disturbance
was *;plied to the rotor by introducing an error signal into the cyclic pitch
circuit. The oscillograph recorded the resulting motion until the model
engaged one of the stops. The oscillograph record was then developed and the
data analyzed.

Three special tests were made in an effort to determine the model
stability derivatives by restricting the model motion. In the first test, the
model was locked in pitch and in horizontal displacement. Then, with the model
hovering, a cyclically varying'blade pitch angle was introduced and the
resulting blade flapping motion was recorded by the oscilloraph.

For the second test, the model was locked in pitch but was free in
horizontal displacement. Then, starting from the hovering condition, the model
was pulled along the track and the blade flapping motion due to forward
velocity was recorded by the oscillograph.

For the third test, the model was locked in horizontal displacement and a
spring force proportional to angular displacement was introduced about the
pitching axis. Then, starting again from the hovering condition. the model
was disturbed and the resulting oscillatory fuselage pitching and rotor
flapping motions were recorded.

-32"



6. Preci:ion of ieasurements

It is conservatively estimated that the data as read from the oscillograph

records have the .folloving tolerances:

Linear Displacements - 1/32 inch

Linear Acceleration - .01 foot/sec. 2

Pitching Angles + .003 radian

NJ,
2

Pitching Acceleration + .02 radian/sec.

Collective and Cyclic Blade Pitch Angles t .002 radian

Total Blade Flapping Angles ± .003 radian

Blade Flapping Phase Angle + 10°

Rotor Angular Velocity t 3.5%

Trailing Cable Drag .2 lb.

Time t .002 second

Horizontal velocity and fuselage pitching velocity vere determined by
fitting a curve to the faired displacement data and then differentiating this
expression. It is estimated that the tolerances are of the order of t 0.3
foot/sec. and ± .008 radian/sec. rebpectively. The rotor angular velocity
tolerance as given above is based on the measurement of any one revolution.
If two or three consecutive revolutions are taken, the possible error can
be greatly reduced.

Since the rotor instrumentation measwures the total flapping angle with
respect to the shaft, the determination of the longitudinal and lateral
coponents depends to a great degree on the accuracy of the value of the blade
flapping phase angle. Since it vas imossible to measure the angle vithin
100, the percentage error in deteraining values of the component blade flapping
angles, velocities, and accelerations may be quite large, especially at phase
angles near 00 and 900.

,1,



7. Discussion of Test 'Results

The results of the thrust stand tests of the model are presented in Figs. 9
and 10, Fig. 9 is a plot of thrust coefficient versus blade collective pitch
angle. Also presented is.a comparison with the theory of Ref. 2 for a lift
curve slope of 5.75 per radian. Fig. 10 shows the variation of rotor profile
drag co~fficient with blade collective pitch for a three-quarter radius Reynolds
Number 6f 313,000 and was calculated from thrust stand torque data, again using
-the theory of Ref. 2. 'As pointed out in Section 8, both of these parameters
must be accurately determined, either experimentally or theoretically, for the
stability theory to closely predict the actual helicopter motion.

A typical oscillograph record is presented as Fig. I1, while Figs. 12
thru 15 show a direct comparison between theory and experiment for the
fuselae pitching notion and horizontal velocity response due to a cyclic pitch
step disturbance. There was no measurable change in rotor r.p.m. during the
test runs. In order to obtain theoretical curves including the effects of
linear and static friction it was found convenient to use an analog computer.
Equations A-1 thru A- (Appendix A) were therefore modified to include friction
tezus, and terms involving b1 and b were neglected (as discussed in Appendix A)
as being mall. The fuselage pitch anal (.(,) and horizontal velocity (A* )
responses were then obtained for an input similar to that used to excite the
model.

It can be seen from Figs. 12 thrua 15 that the experimental values of
fuselage pitch angle and horizontal velocity are in good agreement with the
theoretical values for the first cycle of oscillation. During this time
the model exhibits a slight divergence with a period of oscillation of 7.1
seconds. After the first cycle agreement is not as good. This is believed to
be the result of the cumulative effects of random servo carriage drag
(Section 4), random changes in friction forces, and recirculation. The
difference between the curves of exact theory and quasi-static theory (Fig. 1)
is due primarily to the presence of friction terms in the former curve which
could not be easily introduced iuto the quasi-static calculations.

The blade flapping motion, as recorded by the oscillograph during a run,
did not give particularly good agreement with the theoretically predicted
motion. While the phase angle between the tip path plane motion and the
fuselage degrees of freedom %greed with theory, the amplitude of the notion was
greater than theory would predict.

To gain an insight into the flapping motion an attempt vas made to
determine the longitudinal and lateral components of flapping due to forward
velocity independently from the other rotor derivatives. For this purpose the
model was restrained from pitching, hovered at one end of the track, and then
mnlly moved along the track at varying velocities and the resulting blade

motion measured. The range of velocities covered was from zero to about eight
feet per second. This corresponds roughly to the range encountered in the
flight tests of the model.

The resulting plot (Fig. 17) of longitudinal and lateral components of
flapping against tip speed ratioA/X, reveals a scatter of points varying as
much as four or five tenths of a degree. Part of this scatter can be
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attributed to reading accuracy (Section 6), but it mnst be assumed that the
preater. part of the'scatter is indicative of the actual blade motion. For
verification of this assumption a series of tests was made in which the model
was restrained from moving in a translational sense in addition to having any
pithin, motion eliminated. The cyclic pitch was then varied over a range of
five degrees and the blade flapping motion measured. Por this test also the
same order of magnitude of scatter was apparent and seemed to be independent
of flapping amplitude. This seems to indicate that. if the former tests could
be run at velocities high enough to make the scatter small in comparison with
the total flapping, experimental values for the rotor velocity derivatives
could be obtained. This was not feasible with the existina experimental
setup. The tests did indicate, however,. (Fig-. 17) that the longitudinal
flpping due to forward velocity was at least of the order of magnitude
predicted by theory, and that the lateral flapping due to forward velocity also
gives agreement if a linear induced velocity variation with forward velocity is
assumed as discussed in Appendix C.

In another direct attempt at measuring stability derivatives the model was
locked in horizontal displacement and restrained about the pitching axis by a
known spring force. The fuselage pitching and blade flapping motions were
then measured after the model had been disturbed from its hovering flight
condition. Unfortunately the reduction of date from this test required a
greater accuracy of blade flapping measurement than that obtainable with the
present instumentation. .and therefore no concrete results were obtained.
Kowever, an attempt will be made in the near future to remedy this situation
through use of larger displacements and greater measurement accuracy so as
to obtain the individual rotor derivatives.
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8. Effect 'of arious Aerodynamic Parameters

The determination of the actual blade collective pitch is of extreme
importance in the accurate prediction of stability and control characteristics.
For example, an error of ten percent in blade angle can produce a discrepancy
of the same order of magnitude in the period of oscillation. The simplest and
most commn method of obtaining this parameter in the absence of measured flight
tess values is by use of the simple momentum theory which is based upon a
constant induced velocity distribution of the magnitude

The collective blade angle can then be determined from blade element theory

where A,- - 'd . However such an approach gives an erroneous value for
this parameter. For example. this method applied to the test model gives a
value of t9 - 10.20 which does not compare satisfactorily with the measured
value of 9.- 9.10. Consequently, basing stability and control characteristics
upon this approach results in an appreciable error.

For the tests described in this report the collective blade angle was
determined from static thrust stand tests (Fig. 9). However it was found that
the method of Ref. 2, which is based upon a more exact theory than that
described above, accurately predicts these values, and therefore in the
absence of measured flight test values its use is recommended. Fig. 9 shows
the agreement between thrust stand tests and the theory of Ref. 2 for the test
model. Once the collective pitch has ',men determined, the problem of induced
velocity distribution arises again in the prediction of the helicopter motion.
While Ref. 2 permits a rather exact distribution to be computed. such a
dovnwash variation is quite difficult to incorporate into a stability and
control analysis. Although a trianguzlar distribution along the blade
approximates the actual distribution in hovering flight for most helicopters,
it was found that, once the collective blade angle is known, an assumption of
a constant downvash distribution along the blade (based on the actual 00 )
results in only a small error. In addition, since the more exact triangular
distribution had little effect upon the resulting motion, and since such an
assumption made it difficult to incorporate any increase in downwash from the
front to the rear of the rotor disc at small forward velocities, the assumption
of constant downvash at zero forward velocity was retained. The consideration
of a change in induced velocity distribution across the disc with forward
velocity is essential to a prediction of lateral flapping. However it should
be noted that this latter consideration does not affect the period or damping
of the longitudinal motion nor does it affect the control response. Thus
if the lateral blade motion is of little interest, the assumption of a constant
dovnwash (based on the actual collective pitch) in or near hovering flight
appears to give good results.

The assumption has been made for the purposes of this work that the
C profile drag coefficient along the blade is a constant. This greatly simplifies

the analysis of the problem and appears to be a good. assumption. Several
calculations were made to determine the effect of an error in the mean profile
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drag coefficient upon the helicopter motion. It was found that an error of ten
percent in the determination of the profile drag coefficient could result in an
error of about one percent in the period of oscillation of the helicopter. Sall
errors in profile drag therefore will not appreciably alter the results of the
stability analysis.

The neglect of the blade tip loss appears to be one of the least valid of
the assumptions previously made in stability analyses. The simplification vhich
such an assumption enables is not pot, and the error involved can be
considerable* Calculations indicate that for the model helicopter under
consideration, assuing the tip loss factor equal to unity instead of a
theoretical value of

-(Appendix A)
,6

can result in an error in the period of oscillation of the order of fifteen
percent.
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9. Conclusions and Recomendations

Dynamic flight test data consisting of the response of the rotor blades and
fuselage to a control input have been presented. By means of a judicious
comparison of the flight test data and theoretical predictions the influence of
variovs aerodynamic rotor parameters has been evaluated. In part, it has been
found that the determination of the actual blade collective pitch angle and the
consideration of blade tip loss effects are essential to an accurate prediction
of stability and control characteristics.

A practical hovering stability and control method of investigation has
been devised (Appendix A and B). The experimental fuselage pitch and
translational velocity responses have been shown to be in good agreement with
that predicted by the above method. Due to difficulties encountered in the
measurement of blade flapping only qalitative correlation of the blade motions
could be obtained.

The effects of rotor dowmvash in disturbed motion have been dealt with
herein in an approximate manner. It is therefore recomended that continued
effort be expended. in the determination of this phenomenon to thereby check
the applicability of the method adopted herein.

Finally it can be stated that this initial program in addition to yielding
valuable flight test data has dewntrated that model testing affords a ready
mans of investi&ting helicopter dynamics.

-18-
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10. Appendix -A

Method -for -Stability and Govtftl bAaliff.

The following analysis Is, in most respects, similar to that pzesented by
Nikolaky in Ref. 4. However, in the light of the discussions of Section 8
presented herein, certain modifications, principally concerned with the
determination of the hovering collective pitch angle and downwashs, are made.
The method is briefly discussed below. For a detailed account of the theory
use of the above reference is recoioended.

Oood.±at-Axes

The coordinate axes for this analysis are illustrated in Fig. 18. The
origin is at the center of the rotor hub, and the Zo axis is the gravity axis.
The X axis andI axis are in the longitudinal and lateral planes of the
helic~pter respectively when it is in the initial hovering position. These
coordinates are fixed in space and all translational and angular displacements
are relative to them.

1. All displacements are assumd small. The usual sall angle assmuptions,

i.e., ina 1 = i' cos a 1 = 1, are therefore applicable.

2. The center of gravity of the helicopter is on the rotor axis.

3. The effects of blade taper and built in twist may 1,- accounted for by
using a mean square chord and an average collective pitch angle, each
calculated from performance theory.

. The induced velocity is constant over the disc, and the tip loss effect
my be accounted for by using an effective aerodynamic rotor radiusj,
Rp, as subsequently evaluated. This radius is used in all terms

except those involving inertia effects; i.e.. blade flapping moeut
of inertia, blade static aoent, etc., which are obviously based on
the geomtric and mass properties of the blades.

5e The blades and control system are assumed to be infinitely atiff. The
validity of this assuption depends upon the aserodynamic, elastics, and
inertial properties of the blades and the control system. The effect
of blade flexibility and unbalance is treated in Ref. 5, while the
effect of control system flexibility is dealt with in Ref. 6. This
assution is valid for blades that are both mass and aerodynamically
balanced and have a stiff control system.

6. The effects of reversed flow, motion about the drag hinges, and the
fuselage drag and moment are considered negligible.

7. The profile drag coefficient is constant along the blades.

-19-



8. -The rotor rop.m, is contant.

9. The lateral and longitmdiml modes of oscillation are effectively
uncoupleds.

3qt~ou~-of motion

* Your equations ma be vritten In term of o, 4,0 and bl. The first
tw equations ae obtained by suing the horizon orces and the pitching
a ints boult the helicopter e.g., and the last two are obtained by equating

the blade airload ramnts to the inertia rmnts about the flopping hinge
an equating coefficients of like trigoneamtric term

Te eqution stimng the horizontal forces may be wressed as,

-o 4 /44 /44 (A-1)

Similarly, the equation sting the pitching mments about. the c..
is

,,.,O, , .4,,6,, , ,' , , -. V (A-2)

Me equations for the blade motion'are:

H.,,- 4'
* .' A'.4,4- 7' . ,,, L.+

= ("---li,)

4A,

-4
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-. Calculations based on the above equations are long and complicated., and
It has been found desirable to utilize certain characteristics of the'helicopter
motion to simplify the analysis. For ex qloo it has been show (Ref.- 7)
that the blade flopping oscillixtion. relative to the chaft is heavily damed and
of a much higher frequency than the divergent fuselage oscillation. Consequently,
in Investigating the long period divergant fuselage oscillation, the rather
high fr~qpency, domped oscillation of the blades may be neglected* TUiG Is

* er01valint to discarding blade inertial terms andi in the above blade
equations. Sissingh (Ref. 8) has deownstrated that the criteria for the above
aswetion Is that the blade inertia mwabr Y be peater than 6%n/..t2,

which'is generally true for conventlial'helicopters. This is eqivalent to
the 1 re~yfrent that the blade flopping motion damp to 140 amlitude within
1/10 of the fuselage oscillation period.

surWEthermorew, Ioheneiser (Ref. 9) has shown that for a conventional
helicqqter, the amlitude of the tip path plane motion relative to the -shaft
Is all cesipred to the amlitude of the fuselage pitching motion. Thus,
the tip path plane pitching velocity my be aprxmtd by the fuselage
pth n vgiuesoc all ~e!S ±t -,()w thie losrem eq. (acc 3)y aI smiall
pitchi veoit (le term. anithite l oss in accracy.9 we 83123l
and may be neglected*.

Maigthese simplifications and neglecting flopping hinge offset, equations
IA3 ud A4myb ovdfra *b n h eut lcdI qain

r 1 sand A-) to soeld. opd 1 adterslspae.i qain

S-hm~ a; -Y& ~ - 7-7A (A-5),

h -0-70L h(A-6)

Te above solution is referred to as a "quas i-static" solution since it
rersents the condition in which the angle of the tip-path plane at any instant

is dependent solely on 4 ,, and A4..

1~t here are now only two aerodynamic term in the equations: Qn1 , the rate
of change of horizontal, force with advance ratio (translationa vilocity), and

P3the rate of change of horizontal force with pitchins velocity.

The translational velocity term my be written in terms of collective
pitch. angle and effective inflow ratio as follows,

Thepithin veociy trm y asobe written in terms of collective pitch

A.~~0 (An-ecio8)~

* collective pitch angle is determined in very important,9 and the simplifying
assuoption of constant induced velocity-should only be made once the

14 collective pitch angle has been accurately predicted.



Knoving the collective pitch angloe the effective irflov ratio MaY
be calculated.

tere the tp lose factor from Ref. 4 is

,./ -(A-10)

O bwer tor -3qa jgjon

When the Lavplce transform of etuations (A-5) and (A-6) are ritten in
determinant form and expanded, the characteristic equation becomes

3 _ A / "14

For the conventional helicopter the real root of the abov e otion
describes a hly damped convergence vbie the comlex roots describe the
fuselage period of oscillation and rate of divergence.

RP e to a Mtep ±tbnm ftggn

Writing the complete expansion of the determinant form of eqmtions
(A-5) and (A-4) for the fuselage pitch response fromn an initial hovering"1 conditioni,

(A-12)
where t is the duration of the step disturbance, and the second term is used
only a;;the step disturbance sequence has been completed.

lit If the roots of the characteristic equation are represented as

the response my be vritten
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before the step disturbance sequence has been completed and

after the step disturbance sequence has been completed, vhere

The translational velocity response may be similarly determined and
expressed as follows

Xk, (A-15)

before the step disturbance sequence bas been completed and

after the stp disturbance se nce i been completed, there C1 and D are
defined, as above and

74I

,,- p6-4. , ",), ' # 5'+r

These pitching and translational responses are coared with the experiuental
results in 7ig. i.

~' ~~x-24.



11. &&ASedIX -B

Myiaa ADVIteation -of -Mrthad

fte model helicopter described in Section 1i (pg..31) of this report will
be analyzed by the method of Appendix A.

Calculation of the thrust coefficient at sea level yields,

The tip loss factor then may be obtained from eq. A-1O.

16
he collective pitch angle is determined from Ref. 2, or experimentally

(Pig. 9), and the effective inflow ratio is calculated from eq. A-9.

.219

K OS3 3

he values of QU and P12 are calculated from eqs. A-7 and A-8.

/.9.

we coefficients of the characteristic eq. A-il can nov be evaluated.

' '" . ( ..',..a. , - 7

Since in this case, the model translating mass is not equal to the lifted mass,.
ioe.,ia#T/g.S =astbe modified to equal,

- 7-
6.4f.

The characteristic equation is therefore

XA -A



and the roots of this equation are,

Therefore, the period of oscillation is

a the increase in aiplitude in the first half period S e C
- 1.217. The fuselage pitch response to a .65 second cyclic pitch step
disturbance can be calculated from eq. A-13 and A-14 as follows:

- ~ 1 - Ok.

t S

-

3.~~ ~~ 51e~~~.S

-'-4,. 7U'd

757

-26.
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* !heo above pitching and tranislationl velocity responses awe opred with

experimenital resualts in Fig* Ai.

j4

114
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12. Apyendix -0

Couffratarat t -of near -Tuced aelocty

It is generally believed that as the helicopter enters forward flight the
induced velocity over .the rear of the rotor disc is greater than that over the

foi-vard portion. If the downvash is assumed to increase linearly from the front
to the rear of the rotor disc, its magnitude at any point can be expressed as

wbere f is the man induced velocity and k is the gradient of induced veloqity
vwiation along the fore and aft diameter of the rotor disc. The normal velocity
at a blade element can then be vritten

Substituting this expression into the rotor longitudinal force equation (Ref. I -

pg. 192).

and integrating gives an additional logtudinal force term

For very near hovering flight Ref. 3 gives a gradient of

t.r

Under such a. linearization the change in horizontal force is a function of
forwird. velocity, and the rate of change of longitudinal force with tip speed
ratio becomes

instead of the value given in Appendix A; In a similr manner, the new value
for the rate of change of lateral flapping with tip speed ratio becomes

7Z-2--



Mie Incorporation of these now derivatives into the helieopter equations of
notion results in no change in the longitfdtnal response but give better
correlation between theoretical aMd experimental results for lateral f ping
near hovering flight.
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14. Table -of Model Parameters

No. of blades, b a 2

Blade radius, R - 3 ft.

Rotor angular velocitypa - 120.1 rad./sec.

Solidity, 4 - .01

Blad chord., c m .208 ft.

B3ad airfoil section - WA 0015

Slope of lift curve, a - 5.75/rad.

Average blade profile drag coefficient, d'- .0244

Collective pitch angle, Go .159 red.

Blade ment of inertia, I 1 - .077 slug* ft.

Blad static mment, X6 - .0385 slug, ft./blade

Precone anglepff. - .01136 rad.

Height of rotor above model center of gravity, h - .96 ft.

Blade loading factor:, C/rm- .08W

Lifted wight, T - 311.36 lbs.

Total traveling mass, - 1.3&) slugs

Model mLs mment of inertia including blade, I o - .206 lb. ft. sea*

Model center of gravity is on the shaft axis.
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Fig, 7 Cl~ose-UP View Of MOdel
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